CCUS Expo
March 18 - 19, 2021

Please join the Colorado School of Mines’ Integrated Carbon Capture, Utilization, and Storage Initiative for a virtual CCUS Expo to take place on March 18-19, 2021.

The Expo will feature the latest research, solutions, and transformative ideas from Mines faculty, provide an opportunity to engage with leaders from government and industry, and offer opportunities for collaboration with Mines researchers or general partnership in the Mines Integrated CCUS Initiative.

The program will include over 25 individual speakers, including Mines’ world-class faculty and external speakers to provide US and Colorado context:

- CO₂ Sequestration in Saline Aquifers and Petroleum Reservoirs
- Research, Economics and Public Policy of CCUS
- Sustainable and Alternative Energy Systems
- Environmental, Social, Governance (ESG), Sustainability, and Regulatory Environment
- CO₂ Capture Technology
- Sequestration and CO₂ EOR
- Reservoir Monitoring

Keynote Speakers

Doug Conquest
Vice President, Oxy Low Carbon Ventures Services

Charlene Russell
Chief Commercial Officer, Carbon America

Participating organizations will have the opportunity to sponsor the Mines Integrated CCUS Initiative in addition to individual research and demonstration projects.

Please plan to join us and/or pass along information about this event to others in your organization or network interested in learning about or partnering on CCUS research. Please contact Stephen Sonnenberg (ssonnenb@mines.edu) or Laura Singer (lsinger@mines.edu) with any questions. A full agenda will follow.

Participants should register at the following link: https://mines.eventsair.com/21sp1149a/ccusexpo/Site/Register
...and add the Expo to your calendar: https://csmspace.com/events/CCUS_Exposition.ics